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Abstract
T he COSMO-SkyMed mission offers a unique opportunity to obtain all weather radar
images characterized by short revisit time, thus being useful for flood evolution
mapping. T he COSMO-SkyMed system has been activated several times in the last few
years in occasion of flood events all over the world in order to provide very high
resolution X-band SAR images useful for flood detection purposes. T his paper discusses
the major outcomes of the experience gained, within the framework of the OPERA Pilot
Project funded by the Italian Space Agency, from using COSMO-SkyMed data for the
purpose of near real time generation of flood maps. A review of the mechanisms which
determine the imprints of the inundation on the radar images and of the fundamental
simulation tools able to predict these imprints and help image interpretation is provided.
T he approach developed to process the data and to generate the flood maps is also
summarized. T hen, the paper illustrates the experience gained with COSMO-SkyMed by

describing and discussing a number of significant examples. T hese examples
demonstrate the potential of the COSMO-SkyMed system and the suitability of the
approach developed for generating the final products, but they also highlight some
critical aspects that require further investigations to improve the reliability of the flood
maps.
Highlights
â–º We describe the electromagnetic mechanisms that determine the radar image of
floods. â–º We describe a semiautomatic technique to map flooded areas in SAR images.
â–º We review many case studies, using COSMO SkyMed images.
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